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ARTITEQ SPECIALIST IN HANGING
A good hanging system is essential for displaying art and giving rooms a stylish
look. A system isn't just about hanging: a professional system brings the place to
life, whilst the system itself remains subtly in the background. It provides the
opportunity to very easily create a different setting and therefore a
new experience.

Artiteq is for professionals and consumers who want to be sure of a flexible and
safe hanging system for art, frames and wall decorations. As well as these
installations and the accompanying accessories, we develop systems which
allow you to display information convincingly and elegantly. Artiteq also offers
accessible solutions for well-considered visual communication, such as signage
for offices and premises; these solutions are amongst our customers' favourites
because of their effect and ease of use.

The thing that makes a hanging system so interesting for organisations and
companies is that it fits perfectly in the strategy of sustainable building
management. The one-time investment in a hanging system yields many
benefits. Consider the ease, the safety and the flexibility when changing content
and more important still: the preservation of walls because they will no longer
be damaged.

Artiteq is your partner in interior projects. You will find us in the educational
sector, the healthcare sector and, of course, in galleries and museums. Our
innovative hanging systems are also used in offices and within commercial
environments, to make an impact with information and decorations. Whether
you wish to hang pictures or display documents or drawings on the wall: Artiteq
definitely has the perfect system.

✉ sales@artiteq.com
📱	 +31 (0)13-5729070
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PRODUCT SPECIALIST
HIGH QUALITY
INNOVATION & SERVICE

EDUCATION

OFFICES

CARE SECTOR

GALLERIES
& MUSEUMS

solutions for classrooms and
corridors in schools

help the (end) user to
contemplate the different
options

solutions in line with
sustainable building
management

reliable hanging and simple
and fast changeover
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Together, the rail (A), the hanging wire (B) and the hook
(C) form the PICTURE HANGING SYSTEM.
Why a PICTURE HANGING SYSTEM?

 flexible wall decoration (always)
 ease of use (hanging with no drilling)
 sustainable building management
(preserve walls)
 one-time investment & assembly

	

EDUCATION

PRACTICAL AND TIDY

In the education sector, the design of the walls changes
regularly. This is logical given all of the beautiful artwork that is
produced every day. That simply has to be seen!

The Artiteq Info Rail is the ideal display system for displaying
drawings, cards, photos and documents on the wall in a
practical and organised manner. It also helps to preserve the
walls, because thumbtacks and tape are no longer needed.
This means that the Artiteq Info Rail system is very user friendly,
for both staff and pupils.

As well as the Info Rail, Artiteq offers other hanging systems, for
flexible and sustainable wall design. Picture hanging systems,
such as the Click Rail and Top Rail can be used to hang reading
charts, posters and even whiteboards and bulletin boards, as well
as all sorts of wall decorations. Artiteq is also your partner for
media that support education; we can supply the entire range.

	SUSTAINABLE BUILDING
MANAGEMENT
 TAILORMADE SOLUTIONS
 FLEXIBILITY

Artiteq offers a total solution for all your display needs in the

 UNDAMAGED WALLS

education sector. One thing is for sure: it can be nicer and it

 USER-FRIENDLY

can be better.
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VIEW OUR COMPREHENSIVE BROCHURE FOR THE EDUCATION SECTOR AT
ARTITEQ.COM/EN/PROFESSIONAL/EDUCATION/

CLICK RAIL

BLENDS IN WITH THE INTERIOR

This university has opted for the Click Rail hanging system to liven up the walls of the modern
building. By opting for this rail in the building, the walls remain intact (undamaged) and the users
experience more flexibility and ease of use when organising the room. Replacing, moving or
adding wall decorations now couldn't be simpler for anyone: easy and in no time.

TOP RAIL TWISTER HOOK

IDEAL IN THE CLASSROOM

The Top Rail hanging system is mounted next to a recessed ceiling and the rail therefore
'disappears' into the ceiling. The system is ideal for hanging reading charts and other panels that
require a central and highly visible place in the classroom. The Twister Hooks are discrete hooks
that can quickly and easily be clicked anywhere along the rail. This is very convenient and will
also save time for the teachers. Teaching staff are delighted with this hanging method!

INFO RAIL

INDISPENSABLE HANGING SYSTEM IN SCHOOLS

The Info Rail hanging system allows drawings and other documents to be displayed on the wall in a
tidy and well-organised manner. The one-time assembly means an investment for years. Another
huge advantage: thumbtacks and tape can be left in the cupboard! This system allows you to very
easily and quickly change the students' drawings and artwork. When this new primary school was
built, the decision was quickly made. The Info Rail allows the design of classrooms and corridors to be
changed year after year, whilst the walls remain fully intact and undamaged.

PRESENTATION MEDIA

CUSTOMISED

Artiteq also provides schools with whiteboards, bulletin boards, glassboards and
other presentation media that support education. As we combine these media
with hanging systems, you will receive a well thought-out total solution which
takes the decoration of the building to the next level. This customised final result
will keep you going for years. This definitely provides a solution when you wish
to have the freedom to easily be able to change the decoration.

OFFICES STYLISH AND PRACTICAL
The design of a new office will only be successful when the
(end) user has a pleasant feeling when working there. How can
that be achieved? By ensuring that the user's needs are fully
met. It sounds simple and it is simple! With Artiteq's hanging
systems.

When designing offices following a new-build project, or after
renovation, it is important to think a couple of steps ahead.
What properties must the room have and how do we make that
room practical and stylish? It is a huge advantage when an
office is designed in such a way that flexibility and ease are
created for the (end) user. Artiteq's hanging systems meet
these requirements and ensure that the walls are not damaged.
Even when the decoration is continually being changed.

If the building is undergoing renovation with existing walls and

	SUSTAINABLE BUILDING
MANAGEMENT

ceilings, the Click Rail or Top Rail hanging system is a good

 TAILORMADE SOLUTIONS

solution. You could also opt for a concealed Artiteq system,

 FLEXIBILITY

where the picture hanging system is integrated between the

 UNDAMAGED WALLS

wall and the ceiling. This creates a very calm and professional

 USER-FRIENDLY

appearance.

Artiteq

is

 MULTIFUNCTIONAL
also

your

partner

in

providing

professional

presentation media for offices, such as whiteboards, bulletin
boards or glassboards. You can also count on Artiteq for
hanging objects on partition walls, in open spaces or the
provision of whiteboard films for interior projects.
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TOP RAIL

AVAILABLE FROM THE CEILING

In offices, recessed ceilings are often standard. The availability of a picture hanging system is
possible by mounting the Top Rail to the wooden side strip of the recessed ceiling. This Top Rail
allows you to easily decorate the walls: the hanging wires with hooks can be positioned anywhere
you wish on the rail. Change and move pictures or wall decorations as often as you please.

CLICK RAIL

BETWEEN THE WALL AND CEILING

In this office, the Click Rail hanging system has been chosen. This system is mounted to the wall
and against the ceiling. Because of the rail's discrete, white finish, the hanging system blends in
with the wall and ceiling. This inconspicuous effect is emphasised by the transparent perlon
hanging wire which connects the picture to the rail almost invisibly. This gives a very calm
overall effect.

INFO RAIL

SHARE AND DISPLAY DOCUMENTS

Presentation media, such as bulletin boards, whiteboards and glassboards, are part and parcel
of a business environment. As well as these traditional media, the Artiteq Info Rail has become
an intrinsic part of the office. Here the Info Rail is used intensively to share and display
information and documents. It is easy to operate, helps you to create an orderly display and puts
an end to the messy piles of papers on the corners of desks.

IMAGINE IT magazines

MODERN ROOM DIVIDER

The Imagine It magazines system is an eye-catcher within an office environment As well as the
system's practical properties for displaying and saving magazines, Imagine It is the most stylish
way of dividing a department into different workstations. It is therefore not only a hanging
system, but a valuable interior accessory in the modern office.

HEALTHCARE SECTOR FLEXIBILITY & CONVENIENCE
There is no other sector where the atmosphere can have such
an impact than in the healthcare sector. In this sector, interior
and wall decorations are extremely important. Particularly in
the healthcare sector, where residents and patients change
rooms regularly, these hanging systems are an ideal solution
due to the ease of use and flexibility.

In new build or renovation projects, Artiteq offers several
solutions that fit in with the thinking behind sustainable
building management. These solutions include wall and ceiling
or integrated picture hanging systems. A wall and ceiling
picture hanging system enables different objects to be hung on
the walls without walls being damaged. The integrated picture
hanging system can be integrated at the same time that walls
or ceilings are installed. Choosing integrated hanging systems
offers significant long-term benefits to the end user: ease of

	SUSTAINABLE BUILDING
MANAGEMENT

use, flexibility and no damaged walls. We offer systems that

 TAILORMADE SOLUTIONS

can be used in combination with a recessed ceiling and

 FLEXIBILITY

plasterboard.

 UNDAMAGED WALLS

As well as Artiteq's wall and ceiling mounted and integrated
systems, the Info Rail is a bonus for every hospital room. New
patients can easily hang their cards and drawings on this rail. It
is a nice gesture and immediately makes the room more
personal.

Artiteq goes beyond merely hanging pictures. For example, we
also offer solutions for hanging magazines, signage, visual
communication and (acoustic) panels.
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TOP RAIL INVISIBLE NEXT TO RECESSED CEILING
When decorating walls, large healthcare institutions or hospitals prefer to opt for variation
through exhibiting the work of different people. The availability of a picture hanging system is
then a perfect solution. This system allows frames to be hung, changed or moved very quickly
and easily, without the walls having to be damaged each and every time. A Top Rail next to the
ceiling or recessed ceiling offers all of these benefits.

SMART POCKET RAIL

DISPLAY OF EMPLOYEES' FACES

Many healthcare institutions have rooms where a lot of people come and go and where it is
important to share specific information. The Smart Pocket Rail allows this to be done in a
professional manner. The acrylic pockets are attractive and the content can be changed quickly
and easily. This product is a perfect solution for the so-called ‘face wall’ (the display of the
different staff in a department) in the waiting room of a healthcare institution.

INFO RAIL

QUICK CHANGEOVER OF CONTENT

There is a high turnover of patients in hospital rooms. Nevertheless, during his or her short stay,
every patient will want to make the room their own. The Info Rail is perfect for this. Drawings,
cards, photos and other personal documents can be hung and subsequently easily removed.
Displaying documents in this way gives a much calmer appearance than the traditional bulletin
board or adhesive tape stuck to the wall. Furthermore, there is a huge benefit in terms of ease of
use!

MAGAZINE RAIL

AWAY THOSE PILES OF MAGAZINES

It happens in every waiting room: a pile of magazines that, over the course of the day, becomes
more and more disorderly. The Artiteq Magazine Rail uses the walls to collate magazines and
offer these to people in a stylish manner. This maintains the equilibrium in the room, whilst the
various magazines brighten up the walls. The Magazine Rails add something original to every
waiting room.

GALLERIES & MUSEUMS SECURE & FLEXIBLE
Hang art in such a way that security is guaranteed and so that
the artwork can be changed quickly and easily; an absolute
must for museums and galleries. The professional picture
hanging system provides a comprehensive solution: flexibility,
ease of use and maintaining walls because holes do not have to
be drilled each time. As well as the assurance that works of art
and other wall decorations can be hung securely, the systems
offer a professional method of presentation. For rooms with
walls or ceilings which may not or cannot be drilled into,
Artiteq has solutions in the form of partition wall hooks.

Where required, we offer a picture hanging system that
illuminates pictures and frames. With the movable fittings, it is
possible to illuminate pictures and other wall decorations with
optimal, high-quality lighting. The flexible hanging system
allows art to easily be changed or moved, meaning you can

	SUSTAINABLE BUILDING
MANAGEMENT

change your displays as often as you wish without damaging

 TAILORMADE SOLUTIONS

the walls.

 FLEXIBILITY

Do you wish to hang heavy pictures that change frequently in a
secure manner? We know everything there is to know about
well thought-out anti-theft solutions in combination with our
picture hanging systems.
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Photo: Opening Exhibition - CHIAROSCURO - Portraits by Casper Faassen

CLICK RAIL PRO

STRONG AND ROBUST

Secure and flexible. Those are the two main reasons why the Click Rail Pro hanging system was
chosen in this case. With a maximum bearing capacity of 50 kg/m, this rail can be used to hang
heavy frames and pictures without problems being encountered. If required, it is possible to use
hanging wires with self-locking mechanisms. This means that, on all counts, this system is a
secure way of exhibiting pictures. Works of art on the walls can be changed over in no time.

COMBI RAIL PRO LIGHT

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUMINATED

This gallery chooses to illuminate all works of art hanging on the wall using the Combi Rail Pro
Light. The Combi Rail Pro Light is a flexible picture hanging system which includes picture
lighting. The hanging wires, which can be positioned wherever you wish on the rail, enable
artwork to easily be changed over or moved. With the movable fittings, it is possible to illuminate
the pictures on the walls of the gallery with optimal, high-quality lighting.

CLASSIC RAIL+

SOLID AND ROBUST

The Classic Rail+ is a flexible picture hanging system with an open rail, allowing the system to be
used in combination with rods.

As well as the additional bearing capacity for heavier wall

decorations, the use of rods increases the user's ease of use. That is because a rod can easily be
moved along the rail. This makes changing the content easier still.

PARTITION WALL HOOKS

FLEXIBILITY

Partition walls are frequently used in galleries and museums to exhibit artwork. To maintain a
wall of this kind, it is recommended that partition wall hooks are used to decorate the walls.
Various types of partition hooks are available and they are easy to use. The walls remain
undamaged and yet can be frequently used to exhibit different artwork.

CLICK RAIL

TOP RAIL

30 kg/m

20 kg/m

INFO RAIL

PRESENTATION MEDIA

(WHITEBOARDS and more)

IMAGINE IT magazines
35 mm

9,4 mm

SMART POCKET RAIL

MAGAZINE RAIL
35 mm

9,4 mm

CLICK RAIL PRO

50 kg/m

COMBI RAIL PRO LIGHT

CLASSIC RAIL+

50 kg/m

100 kg/m
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